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was applied to hash tries, which store arbitrary key types
using their hash-code bits [4, 6, 23]. The growing interest in
concurrent data structures lead to the first non-blocking hash
trie, named Ctrie [33], whose key advantage was improved
scalability [34]. Subsequent research focused on additional
non-blocking operations, such as multi-key transactions [43]
and lazy snapshots [36], as well as on enhancing performance. In the context of concurrent Prolog, Areias described
an insert-only variant with improved scalability [1, 2]. Joisha
proposed another insert-only variant suitable for logging,
Bloom filters and garbage collection [19], and Steindorfer
described techniques for improving the memory footprint
and cache locality [44]. However, most existing research on
tries does not improve their asymptotic running time. Since
anecdotal evidence suggests that lookup is a predominantly
used dictionary operation [17, page 300], it remains unclear
if tries should replace concurrent hash tables.
In the past, it was frequently taken for granted that concurrent hash trie operations run in O (log n) time [3, 26, 34, 36].
This assumption is possibly based on the fact that the depth
of a perfectly balanced k-ary tree is Θ(log n). However, a
hash trie is not necessarily balanced and its depth can reach
O (n) – a trivial example involves a non-uniformly distributed
hash function. Furthermore, as shown before [26], hash trie
operations are not constrained by the hash trie depth, and
can execute in O (log log n) time.
In this work, we propose a novel concurrent, lock-free
hash trie design that uses fewer allocations and fewer indirections compared to the original Ctrie [34]. We enhance the
new hash trie variant with an auxiliary data structure called
a cache. We call the resulting data structure a cache-trie. By
analyzing the key depth distribution, we show that, given a
universal hash function, the expected key depth in a hash trie
(and by extension cache-trie) is O (log n). We then prove that
when a cache-trie is augmented with a cache, its operations
run in expected O (1) time.
Concretely, we bring forth the following contributions:
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Concurrent non-blocking hash tries have good cache locality,
and horizontally scalable operations. However, operations
on most existing concurrent hash tries run in O (log n) time.
In this paper, we show that the concurrent hash trie operations can run in expected constant time. We present a novel
lock-free concurrent hash trie design that exerts less pressure
on the memory allocator. This hash trie is augmented with
a quiescently consistent cache, which permits the basic operations to run in expected O (1) time. We show a statistical
analysis for the constant-time bound, which, to the best of
our knowledge, is the first such proof for hash tries. We also
prove the safety, lock-freedom and linearizability properties.
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Introduction

Since the first known proposal by Briandais [11], tries have
moved beyond their original string retrieval use-case. The
idea of guiding the search with individual string characters
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• We present a novel lock-free concurrent hash trie design that uses fewer object allocations compared to
the previous variants [34] (Section 3.1 and 3.2).
• We describe the cache-trie data structure, which extends the concurrent hash trie with a quiescently consistent cache. This allows insert, lookup and remove
to run in expected O (1) time (Section 3.4).
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• We present a statistical analysis of the cache-trie operations and prove the O (1) time bound (Section 4.1).
• We prove that all the operations are correct, linearizable and lock-free (Section 4.2).
• We evaluate the Scala implementation of the proposed
data structure against similar concurrent data structures, and show up to 5× performance improvements
with respect to previous hash trie variants (Section 5).
We then give a summary of related work in Section 6,
and conclude in Section 7. We start with an overview that
informally explains how cache-tries work.
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The cacheHead pointer refers to the list of arrays (list
pointers are violet). An array entry is either null, or points
to a node at the respective level (each array has 16i entries,
so we omit some entries and use the ". . ." notation). A lookup
or an insert operation starts by inspecting the deepest level
of the cache and jumps to an inner node if a pointer exists,
or otherwise reverts to a slow search from the root.
Challenges. There are three obstacles with this design.
(1) It is unclear how to keep the trie and the cache synchronized using single-word CAS instructions. In a non-blocking
concurrent data structure, efficiently updating multiple memory locations with a single CAS is not straightforward.
(2) It is not obvious if a cache level can be selected optimally.
A cache should target the level with the majority of keys (if
such a level exists). At the same time, the cache must not be
larger than the trie, since it is expensive to maintain.
(3) Finally, even if we knew how to pick the cache level based
on the key depth distribution, it is unclear how to retrieve
the distribution correctly and optimally.
The next section shows how to overcome these obstacles.
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Assume now that the other thread T2 decides to insert
another key whose hash-code ends with 11110100. The location 4 of the new key coincides with the previously inserted
key, so the cache-trie must be extended at the next level. T2
decides not to waste an array of length 16 on just two keys,
so it creates a new array of length 4, in which the previous
key occupies the position 10002 %1002 = 002 = 010 , and the
new key occupies the position 11112 %1002 = 112 = 310 . T2
then executes a CAS at the location 4 at the first level. After
the CAS completes, both keys are contained in the cache-trie:
root

00110100 10000100 11110100

...
...

...0001

T2:CAS
0001

Once the number of levels in the cache-trie grows sufficiently, the majority of work consists of traversing the inner
nodes. The search gets progressively slower.
Cache. This is where we introduce our key contribution.
We observe that pointers to nodes that are close to the leafs
would likely boost the key search. We therefore extend the
cache-trie with a singly-linked list of arrays. Each array holds
pointers to nodes in one level of the trie, and the list is sorted
from the deeper levels to the root. We call this list of arrays a
cache. A fully populated cache of depth d has an array at each
level i, 1 ≤ i ≤ d, that is effectively a concatenation of all
the trie nodes at level i (including any missing ones). These
arrays do not perfectly match the trie because the cache is
populated lazily and because parts of the trie go deeper than
d. An example cache-trie is shown in the following figure:

Before showing the concrete implementation, we briefly
consider one specific cache-trie execution scenario. A cachetrie is identified with a root reference, which points to an
array of pointers, called an array node. This array is initially
empty, but gets populated with pointers to single nodes as
keys get inserted. Consider the following cache-trie, which
contains a pointer to a single node whose key has a hash
code ending with 00012 = 110 . The position of this key is
1, as dictated by the 4 lowest bits. Assume now that some
thread T1 decides to insert a key whose hash-code ends with
10000100. Thread T1 executes a CAS at the empty location
01002 = 410 , and after that, another thread T2 can read it.
root
root
T1:CAS
T2:READ
...10000100

00110100

10000100 11110100

Overview

...0001

root
T2:FREEZE

...

2

the narrow node to prevent further updates (details of freezing are shown later). Only after the narrow node is frozen,
the pointer at the position 4 in the root can be swapped out.

...11110100

Let T2 now insert another key whose hash-code ends
with 00110100. Once more, T2 encounters a collision at level
0, and then encounters another collision at the next level.
Instead of immediately adding an array node at a deeper
level, T2 decides to replace the narrow array node of length
4 with another array node of length 16. However, T2 cannot immediately execute a CAS at the position 4 at the root
– doing so would allow a race condition in which another
thread T3 modifies the narrow node after it was removed
from the root array. Instead, T2 must first atomically freeze

3

Design and Implementation

In this section, we present the implementation of the cachetrie data structure. We start with the basic lookup and insert
operations that do not use the cache, and then explain how
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class
val
val
val
var

SNode
hash : Int
key : KeyType
value : ValueType
txn : Any

type ANode = Array < Any >
val NoTxn
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1 def lookup ( key : KeyType , hash : Int , level : Int ,
2
cur : ANode ): ValueType =
3
val pos = ( hash >>> level ) ⊙ ( cur . length - 1)
4
val old = READ ( cur [ pos ])
5
if ( old = = null ∨ old = = FVNode )
6
return null
7
else if ( old ∈ ANode )
8
return lookup ( key , hash , level + 4 , old )
9
else if ( old ∈ SNode )
10
if ( old . key = = key ) return old . value
11
else return null
12
else if ( old ∈ ENode )
13
val an = old . narrow
14
return lookup ( key , has , level + 4 , an )
15
else if ( old ∈ FNode )
16
return lookup ( key , hash , level + 4 , old . frozen )
17
18 def lookup ( key : KeyType ): ValueType =
19
lookup ( key , hash ( key ), 0 , root )

class FNode
val frozen : Any
class
val
val
val
val
val
var

ENode
parent : ANode
parentpos : Int
narrow : ANode
hash : Int
level : Int
wide : ANode

val FSNode
class CacheTrie
val root = new ANode (16)

val FVNode

Figure 1. Basic Cache-Trie Data Types

Figure 2. Lookup Operation
the cache improves them. We then show how to manage the
cache, and discuss the remaining operations.
We use a simple pseudocode notation – data types are
declared with the class keyword, local variables and fields
are declared with the var keyword, and with val if they are
constant. Methods are declared with a def keyword, and
parameter types are denoted after the : sign. Pointer to any
object has the Any type, and an array of objects of some
type T has the Array<T> type. Arrays are indexed using the
[] notation. Atomic reads, writes and compare-and-swap
operations are in upper-case – READ, WRITE and CAS. We
use standard control flow constructs – if-else, while and
return, and new allocates an object and returns a pointer.
Data types. Figure 1 shows the basic cache-trie data types.
During any quiescent period, a cache-trie consists only of
SNode and ANode objects. An SNode is a leaf node – it holds a
single key-value pair, a copy of the corresponding hash code,
and a txn field that is initialized to a special value NoTxn. An
ANode is an inner node, defined with the type keyword as an
alias for an array of Any pointers. Cache-trie is a 16-way trie,
so ANodes can contain up to 16 pointers. Each node occupies
a specific level of the cache-trie, where levels are multiples
of 4 – the root ANode is at level 0, its pointees are at level 4,
and so on. At level ℓ, there can be up to 2ℓ nodes.
Invariant. A cache-trie that consists only of ANodes and
SNodes obeys the following invariant: if the cache-trie contains an SNode that stores a key whose hash-code bits are h,
then this SNode is reachable with a chain of ANode pointers
a 0 [p0 ]

a 1 [p1 ]

Table 1. Summary of Node Types
Name
SNode
ANode
ENode
FNode
FSNode
FVNode

Description
holds a key-value pair
inner node, holds pointers to other nodes
used to announce that a node must be expanded
prevents replacing an ANode entry
prevents replacing an SNode entry
prevents writing to an empty array entry

3.1 Lookup Operation
The goal of the lookup operation is to find the value associated with the specified key. If the key is not a part of the
cache-trie, lookup must return the null value.
Summary. To find a value associated with a key, the
lookup operation relies on the invariant specified in the
previous section. The search works as follows – upon reaching an ANode at level ℓ, hash-code bits [ℓ, ℓ +4⟩ are used as an
index to select the pointer to the next level. This is repeated
until reaching an empty entry or an SNode.
If the lookup operation encounters a special node, such
as an ENode, FNode, FSNode or an FVNode, then that node
contains sufficient information to determine the state of
the cache-trie when this node was created. For example, an
FNode contains the corresponding frozen ANode, which is
used to continue the search. Thus, the lookup operation does
not help a pending operation complete, and is wait-free.
Implementation. Figure 2 shows the pseudocode of the
tail-recursive lookup subroutine, which given a key, its hash,
the current level and the inner node cur, starts by extracting the relevant position bits of the hash-code. The branching
factor of each ANode is either 4 or 16, so either 2 or 4 hashcode bits, starting from level, are taken to compute the

a n [pn ]

a 0 −→ a 1 −→ . . . −→ sn+1 starting from the root, such
that p0p1 . . . pn is a prefix of h.
The rest of the node types, summarized in Table 1, exist
only during an operation. FSNode, FVNode and FNode are
special values used to prevent modifications of other nodes,
as explained in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. The ENode is used to
mark an ANode for expansion, and is used for insertion.
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entry index pos in line 3 (⊙ denotes the bitwise-and operation). The index is used to atomically read the old value
from the cur array in line 4. If old is null or FVNode (i.e.
a non-modifiable version of null) in line 5, it means that
the hash-code hash does not have a corresponding key in
the cache-trie, so lookup returns null. If old is an ANode
(line 7), lookup continues recursively from the next level.
If old is an SNode (line 9), lookup checks if the SNode key
is exactly equal to the desired key, and returns either the
corresponding value or null. The remaining cases deal with
ENodes and FNodes, and are covered in lines 12 to 16.
Most of the time, the cache-trie consists only of ANodes,
SNodes and null values. Occasionally, during the execution
of other operations, cache-tries can contain other types of
nodes. The remaining code in lookup deals with these cases.
If old is an ENode (line 12), then lookup encountered an
expansion from a concurrent insert operation, as explained
shortly in Section 3.2. Rather than helping complete the expansion, lookup uses the unexpanded ANode version narrow
to continue the search. As shown in Section 4.2, this results
in a well-defined linearization point. Finally, if old is an
FNode (line 15), then lookup knows that the wrapped value
is an ANode (Section 3.2), and continues recursively.

1 def insert ( k : KeyType , v : ValueType , h : Int ,
2
lev : Int , cur : ANode , prev : ANode ): Boolean =
3
val pos = ( h >>> lev ) ⊙ ( cur . length - 1)
4
val old = READ ( cur [ pos ])
5
if ( old = = null )
6
val sn = new SNode (h , k , v , NoTxn )
7
if ( CAS ( cur [ pos ], old , sn )) return true
8
else return insert (k , v , h , lev , cur , prev )
9
else if ( old ∈ ANode )
10
return insert (k , v , h , lev + 4 , old , cur )
11
else if ( old ∈ SNode )
12
val txn = READ ( old . txn )
13
if ( txn = = NoTxn )
14
if ( old . key = = key )
15
val sn = new SNode (h , k , v , NoTxn )
16
if ( CAS ( old . txn , NoTxn , sn ))
17
CAS ( cur [ pos ] , old , sn )
18
return true
19
else return insert (k , v , h , lev , cur , prev )
20
else if ( cur . length = = 4)
21
val ppos = ( h >>> ( lev - 4)) ⊙ ( prev . length - 1)
22
val en = new ENode ( prev , ppos , cur , h , lev )
23
if ( CAS ( prev [ ppos ], cur , en ))
24
completeExpansion ( en )
25
val wide = READ ( en . wide )
26
return insert (k , v , h , lev , wide , prev )
27
else return insert (k , v , h , lev , cur , prev )
28
else
29
val sn = new SNode (h , k , v , NoTxn )
30
val an = createANode ( old , sn , lev + 4)
31
if ( CAS ( old . txn , NoTxn , an ))
32
CAS ( cur [ pos ] , old , an )
33
return true
34
else return insert (k , v , h , lev , cur , prev )
35
else if ( txn = = FSNode ) return false
36
else
37
CAS ( cur [ pos ] , old , txn )
38
return insert (k , v , h , lev , cur , prev )
39
else if ( old ∈ ENode ) completeExpansion ( old )
40
return false
41
42 def insert ( k : KeyType , v : ValueType ) =
43
if (! insert (k , v , hash ( k ) , 0 , root , null ))
44
insert (k , v )

3.2 Insert Operation
Given a key and a value, the insert operation adds a new
key-value pair if the cache-trie did not previously contain
the key. Otherwise, the existing key-value pair is replaced.
Summary. Inserting searches the trie analogous to lookup.
The goal is to find an ANode to which a new SNode can be
added, or an existing SNode to be replaced. Once the ANode
is found, one of the following scenarios occurs.
(1) If the corresponding ANode entry is empty, the key-value
pair is atomically added. If the entry is occupied by a different key, then there is a collision.
(2) If there is a collision, and the ANode is wide, i.e. it has 16
slots, then insert creates a new ANode at the next level.
(3) Otherwise, if the ANode is narrow, i.e. it has only 4 slots,
then insert assumes that expanding the ANode will resolve
the collision. To correctly expand the narrow ANode, insert
must first prevent subsequent updates to the narrow ANode
by freezing it [29]. After the narrow ANode gets frozen (Section 3.3), its values are copied into the wide ANode.
(4) It is also possible that the colliding entry is occupied
by the same key. In this case, the existing key-value pair is
atomically replaced. For reasons that will become obvious
once we introduce the cache in Section 3.4, insert uses two
CAS instructions to replace an SNode – it first does a CAS on
the txn field to announce the new SNode, and then another
CAS on the corresponding ANode.
A case that we skip for brevity is when two different keys
map to an identical hash-code. We resolve such collisions
with special list nodes, similar to the ones used in Ctries [36].

Figure 3. Insert Operation
Implementation. The insert subroutine in Figure 3
atomically reads the old value from the ANode. If old is
null (line 5), then insert handles the case (1) – it creates a
new SNode, and assigns it to the empty slot in line 7.
Next, if old is an SNode (line 11), then insert reads its txn
value (line 12) to check if another transaction is in progress
on that SNode. If txn is equal to NoTxn (line 13), then insert
first checks if the SNode has the currently inserted key. If so,
it proceeds according to the scenario (4) – it does a CAS on
the txn field in line 16 to announce the new SNode, and then
another CAS on the ANode in line 17 to commit.
If old is an SNode and does not contain the same key, then
insert checks if the current ANode is narrow (line 20), according to the scenario (3). If so, insert must replace the current ANode cur with an equivalent wide ANode. A new ENode
is created to communicate the intention to other threads. If
the CAS that replaces cur in its parent prev succeeds in line
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23, then insert managed to announce its intention, and can
call the completeExpansion subroutine, shown shortly. The
insertion then restarts from the same level, but using the
new wide ANode that is stored in the wide field of the ENode.
Finally, if the current ANode is already wide (line 28), then
insert follows the case (2) – it creates a new ANode with
both the old SNode and the new one (this is done in the
createANode subroutine), and attempts to replace old with
the new ANode using the CAS instructions in lines 31 and 32.
Coming back to the txn field of the old SNode, if txn contains the FSNode value, then this indicates that a concurrent
expansion froze that SNode and further updates are not allowed. In this case, the search needs to be restarted from the
root to find the ENode that caused the freeze, so the insert
subroutine returns false to communicate this. Finally, if
txn contains any other value, such as an SNode or an ANode
written by a concurrent insertion, the current thread simply
helps complete that transaction with a CAS in line 37.
The remaining cases are as follows. Either old is an ENode,
in which case insert helps complete the concurrent expansion; or old is an FVNode or an FNode, in which case insert
returns false, and finds the corresponding ENode to complete the concurrent expansion. The user-facing insert subroutine checks if insertion returned false and restarts the
insertion from the root if necessary.

1 def completeExpansion ( en : ENode ) =
2
freeze ( en . narrow )
3
var wide = new Array < Any >(16)
4
copy ( en . narrow , wide , en . level )
5
if (! CAS ( en . wide , null , wide ))
6
wide = READ ( en . wide )
7
CAS ( en . parent [ en . parentpos ] , en , wide )
8
9 def freeze ( cur : ANode ) =
10
var i = 0
11
while ( i < cur . length )
12
val node = READ ( cur [ i ])
13
if ( node = = null )
14
if (! CAS ( cur [ i ] , node , FVNode )) i -= 1
15
else if ( node ∈ SNode )
16
val txn = READ ( node . txn )
17
if ( txn = = NoTxn )
18
if (! CAS ( node . txn , NoTxn , FSNode )) i -= 1
19
else if ( txn , FSNode )
20
CAS ( cur [ i ] , node , txn )
21
i -= 1
22
else if ( node ∈ ANode )
23
val fn = new FNode ( node )
24
CAS ( cur [ i ] , node , fn )
25
i -= 1
26
else if ( node ∈ FNode )
27
freeze ( node . frozen )
28
else if ( node ∈ ENode )
29
completeExpansion ( node )
30
i -= 1
31
i += 1

Figure 4. Freezing and Expansion

3.3 Freezing and Expansion
After the node is frozen, it is guaranteed that no operation
will ever modify that node again. A frozen node is effectively immutable, and can be read and copied without race
conditions. This is important for expanding a narrow ANode.
Summary. Since all modifications to an SNode use its txn
field, freezing consists of assigning the special value FSNode
to txn. In the case of an ANode, freezing must prevent subsequent modifications at all the array entries. The entries are
therefore disabled one-by-one. The null values are replaced
with FVNode values, and child nodes are recursively frozen.
Note that, after freezing of an ANode starts, and before it
ends, other threads may encounter a frozen entry, in which
case they help complete the freezing, or see a regular entry, in
which case they modify it. In either case, freezing eventually
terminates in a lock-free manner. The linearization point is
the last successful modification by another thread.
Expansion implementation. After insertion adds an
ENode into the cache-trie to announce the expansion to other
threads, expanding a narrow ANode into a wide one proceeds
in three steps, as shown in the completeExpansion subroutine in Figure 4. First, the narrow ANode is frozen. The
freeze subroutine, used to prevent updates to the narrow
ANode, traverses the entries, and replaces each null with
FVNode, each ANode with an FNode wrapper, and puts the
FSNode value into the txn of each SNode. If freeze encounters nested ENodes, it completes those expansions before

proceeding. For SNodes whose txn fields are not NoTxn, the
pending changes are committed first.
Next, a wide ANode is allocated, and the keys of the frozen
narrow ANode are sequentially transferred in the copy subroutine. The current thread then writes the wide ANode to
the ENode’s wide field in line 5. Finally, the wide ANode is
written into the parent in line 7.
3.4 Cache Data Structure
The lookup and insert operations from Sections 3.1 and 3.2
run in expected O (log n) time, as shown in Section 4.1. To
improve this, we augment the cache-trie data structure with
an additional data structure, which we call a cache. The cache
contains references to nodes close to where most of the keys
reside. Reading an entry from the cache allows skipping
O (log n) levels during the search. As shown in Section 4.1,
this improves the expected operation running time to O (1).
Summary. The cache is an array of pointers to ANodes and
SNodes at a specific level. The core challenge in maintaining
the cache is simultaneously removing the pointer from the
array when the corresponding node is removed from the
cache-trie. Without ensuring this, a thread could observe
a key that had previously been removed. Using the single
word CAS operations, it is difficult to efficiently update both
the cache and the trie at the same time (notably, multi-word
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1 def lookup ( k : KeyType , hash : Int , lev : Int ,
2
cur : ANode , lastCachee : Any , cacheLevel : Int ) =
3
if ( lev = = cacheLevel )
4
inhabit ( cache , cur , hash , lev )
5
val pos = position ( cur , hash , lev )
...
9
else if ( old ∈ SNode )
10
if ( lev < [ cacheLevel , cacheLevel + 4 ] )
11
recordCacheMiss ()
12
if ( lev + 4 = = cacheLevel )
13
inhabit ( cache , old , hash , lev + 4)
14
if ( old . key = = key )
...
16
return lookup ( key , hash , level + 4 , old . frozen )
17
18 def fastLookup ( k : KeyType ): ValueType =
19
val h = hash ( k )
20
var cache = READ ( cacheHead )
21
if ( cache = = null )
22
return lookup (k , h , 0 , root , null , -1)
23
val topLevel = countTrailingZeros ( cache . length - 1)
24
while ( cache , null )
25
val pos = 1 + ( h ⊙ ( cache . length - 2))
26
val cachee = READ ( cache [ pos ])
27
val level = countTrailingZeros ( cache . length - 1)
28
if ( cachee ∈ SNode )
29
val txn = READ ( old . txn )
30
if ( txn = = NoTxn )
31
if ( cachee . key = = k ) return cachee . value
32
else return null
33
else if ( cachee ∈ ANode )
34
val cpos = ( h >>> level ) ⊙ ( cachee . length - 1)
35
val old = READ ( cachee [ cpos ])
36
if ( old = = FVNode ∨ old ∈ FNode ) continue
37
if ( old ∈ SNode )
38
if ( READ ( old . txn ) = = FSNode ) continue
39
return lookup (k , h , level , cachee , level )
40
cache = cache [0]. parent
41
return lookup (k , h , 0 , root , null , topLevel )

type Cache = Array < Any >
class CacheNode
val parent : Array < Any >
val misses : Array < Int >
class CacheTrie
val root = new ANode (16)
var cacheHead : Cache = null
def createCache ( level : Int , parent : Cache ): Cache =
val cache = new Array (1 + (1 << level ))
val misses = new Array ( THROUGHPUT_FACTOR * #CPU )
cache [0] = new CacheNode ( null , 8, misses )
return cache

Figure 5. Cache Data Types and Helper Functions

CAS constructions exist [15], but they require intermediate
object allocation, more costly than a single CAS).
To ensure simultaneous eviction, the cache relies on the
following two properties. First, if an SNode’s txn field contains the NoTxn value, then there is a path from the root to
that SNode (in other words, the cache-trie contains the key).
Second, if an ANode contains at least a single entry that is
not frozen, then there is a path from the root to that ANode.
Therefore, as soon as an SNode contains a non-NoTxn value,
or an ANode contains a frozen entry, then the respective node
was likely removed, or is about to be removed.
To conclude, a pointer is entered into the cache lazily, and
after the respective node is added to the trie. The cachetrie is designed so that the cache eviction is automatic – if
a removed node is read from the cache, then that node is
certainly in a state in which it is known that it was removed.
Data types. Figure 5 shows the basic cache trie data types.
The Cache type alias is defined as an array of pointers. The
first entry is a special CacheNode object, which contains the
pointer parent to another cache level. The parent chain
forms a list of caches, one for each level, such that the deepest level is at the head of the list. The misses array tracks
statistics about cache misses, as explained in Section 3.6.
Implementation. A cache-trie lookup uses the subroutine fastLookup, shown in Figure 6. This subroutine reads
the cache pointer in line 20. If the cache pointer is null, the
normal lookup subroutine starts the search from the root.
Otherwise, fastLookup traverses the cache chain starting at
the deepest level. At each level, the value at the appropriate
entry is read (line 26). If the value is a live SNode (i.e. txn is
set to NoTxn), then fastLookup checks if the keys match or
not, and returns accordingly. If the value is an ANode, then
fastLookup first checks if the relevant entry in that ANode
is not frozen, and then resumes the search. Otherwise, this
process repeats with the next deepest level of the cache.
At this point, it becomes clear why insert from Figure
3 performs two CAS instructions to replace an SNode. The
first CAS modifies the txn field, which is visible both in the

Figure 6. Modified Lookup and the Fast Lookup Operation
cache and in the trie – by announcing the SNode replacement,
the cache entry is effectively invalidated. The second CAS
commits the change.
3.5 Cache Housekeeping
Summary. A successful fast search does not update the
cache – since the key is already in the cache, no further
actions are necessary (this is especially important for fast
lookups). To maintain the cache, every slow operation does
two things. First, if it encounters a node at the level that
corresponds to the deepest cache level, the operation inhabits
the cache with that node. Second, if the operation encounters
a level that is sufficiently far away from the cache, then it
records a cache miss. If sufficiently many cache misses occur,
then an operation considers adjusting the cache level.
Implementation. We modify the slow lookup operation
in Figure 6. When lookup encounters an ANode or an SNode
at the same level as the cache in lines 3 and 12, respectively,
it calls the inhabit subroutine, which adds the node to the
cache. When lookup encounters an SNode whose level is not
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1 def inhabit ( cache : Array [ AnyRef ] , nv : Any ,
2
hash : Int , cacheeLevel : Int ) =
3
if ( cache = = null )
4
if ( cacheeLevel >= 12)
5
cache = createCache (8 , null )
6
CAS ( cacheHead , null , cache )
7
inhabit ( cache , nv , hash , cacheeLevel )
8
else
9
val length = cache . length
10
val cacheLevel = countTrailingZeros ( length - 1)
11
if ( cacheLevel == cacheeLevel )
12
val pos = 1 + ( hash ⊙ ( cache . length - 2))
13
WRITE ( cache [ pos ] , nv )

1 def recordCacheMiss () =
2
val cache = READ ( cacheHead )
3
if ( cache , null )
4
val cn = cache [0]
5
val counterId = THREAD_ID % cn . misses . length
6
val count = READ ( cn . misses [ counterId ])
7
if ( count > MAX_MISSES )
8
WRITE ( cn . misses [ counterId ] , 0)
9
sampleAndAdjustCache ( cache )
10
else WRITE ( cn . misses [ counterId ] , count + 1)
11
12 def sampleAndAdjustCache ( cache : Array < Any >) =
13
val histogram = sampleSNodesLevels ()
14
val best = findMostPopulatedLevel ( histogram )
15
val prev = countTrailingZeros ( cache . length - 1)
16
if ( histogram [ best ] > histogram [ prev ] * 1.5)
17
adjustCacheLevel ( best )

Figure 7. Inhabiting the Cache
ℓc or ℓc + 4 in line 10, where ℓc is the level of the cache, it
calls the recordCacheMiss subroutine (Section 3.6).
The inhabit subroutine in Figure 7 takes the cache array,
the new cachee value nv, the hash-code hash of the cachee
node, and the cachee level. The cache-trie does not have a
cache when created, so inhabit first checks if a cache is
necessary. If the cachee level is 12, inhabit initializes the
cache at level 8. If the cache-trie already has a cache and
the cache is at the same level as the cachee, then inhabit
performs a WRITE in line 13. A CAS is not necessary, since
the cache need not be entirely consistent.

Figure 8. Recording Cache Misses and Sampling
thread then interpolates the distribution. Finally, the thread
determines the most populated pair of consecutive levels,
and adjusts the cache level if necessary. Importantly, in this
approach, the sampling overhead is paid less often when
the cache is well positioned. At the same time, sampling is
triggered more frequently if the cache is not well positioned.
Implementation. Figure 8 shows the recordCacheMiss
subroutine. To decrease contention when counting the misses,
the subroutine uses the misses array of the CacheNode object – the counter position is computed from the thread ID.
When the counter reaches MAX_MISSES, a sampling pass gets
triggered. The high-level pseudocode of the sampling pass is
shown in the sampleAndAdjustCache subroutine in Figure
8. Note that neither cache miss counting, nor depth sampling,
are linearizable. We found that the lack of consistency is tolerable – in the worst case, a race condition during sampling
could select an incorrect level, but this is rare, and it gets
corrected in the next sampling pass.

3.6 Adjusting the Cache Level with Depth Sampling
Challenge. The performance improvement from using the
cache is subject to placing it at the optimal level of the trie.
To determine the optimal level, it is necessary to compute the
distribution of keys across levels. This raises two challenges:
(1) On average, computing the distribution can take only a
small fraction of time compared to the main operations.
(2) It is hard to obtain a sequentially consistent view of a
concurrent data structure (such as the depths of all its keys).
Summary. To address the first challenge, we note that
it is not necessary to have an exact key depth distribution
– an approximate distribution is sufficient to decide about
the cache level with high confidence. To address the second
challenge, we note that the key depth distribution changes
are slow. If we can estimate the distribution during a small
enough time window, then the concurrent operations will
not significantly change the key depth.
To estimate the key depth distribution, we rely on periodic
depth sampling. When a fast operation, such as fastLookup
from Section 3.4, fails to obtain an SNode from the cache,
it falls back to a slow search and reports a cache miss. The
thread does not immediately start sampling, but instead increases a counter. When the cache miss counter reaches a certain threshold (in our case, experimentally set to 2048), it triggers a sampling pass. The thread picks a random hash-code,
uses it to traverse one path in the cache-trie, and records
the number of SNodes at different levels of that path. The
thread repeats this several times. Based on this sample, the

3.7 Other Operations
In the previous sections, we examined the lookup and the
insert operations. For reasons of space, we did not closely
examine the remove operation, which erases a key-value
pair from the cache-trie. The remove subroutine is similar
to the insert subroutine – it probes the cache, and then
searches the cache-trie until finding an existing SNode. If the
SNode key matches the specified key, the SNode is removed
by first setting its txn to null, and then setting the pointer
in the parent ANode to null. A more challenging aspect
of the remove operation is removing empty ANodes – if all
the entries of the ANode are null, then the ANode must be
reclaimed. For this reason, remove first checks if the affected
ANode is empty. If it is, remove freezes the ANode to prevent
further updates, and replaces it in its parent. This is called
compression, and it is similar to expansion from Section 3.3.
Concurrent maps typically provide some additional operations. For example, JDK also defines putIfAbsent, which
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adds a key only if it was previously not in the map, and
replace, which modifies an existing key-value pair. Since
these operations work on a single SNode, they are straightforward modifications of the insert subroutine.

4

Proof sketch. From the definition of expectation.
□
Having the expected key depth, we can establish the connection to the cache depth.
Theorem 4.4. The expected distance between the cache depth
and the key depth is O (1).

Analysis

Proof sketch. We consider the probability that a key is at
d 1 = log16 (n)−2 and d 2 = log16 n, and conclude that the most
populated pair of consecutive depths must start between d 1
and d 2 . We know the expected key depth E[d](n) is O (1)
steps away from d 1 and d 2 , so the claim follows.
□

4.1 Running Time
In this section, we show that the expected running time of
the lookup, insert and remove operations is O (1). The proof
relies on establishing the key depth distribution. This leads
to the expected key depth, and the expected depth of the
cache, and consequently their expected distance. For reasons
of space, we only list the main theorems in the main part of
the paper, and keep the complete proofs in the respective
technical report [31].
We define the depth d of a node in the cache-trie as d = ℓ/4,
where ℓ is the node level. We say that a key occupies depth
d if its SNode is at the depth d.

4.2 Safety, Linearizability and Lock-Freedom
We first assume that the cache-trie does not use the cache,
and show that the operations are consistent with the semantics of an abstract set. This helps us identify the CAS
instructions that are the linearization points, and establish
that the operations are linearizable. We then show that the
operations are lock-free. Finally, we examine the fast variants
of the operations, which use the cache, and show that they
are safe, linearizable and lock-free. We include the complete
proofs in the technical report [31].

Theorem 4.1. Given a universal hash function, and a cachetrie that contains n + 1 keys, the probability that an arbitrary
key occupies a position at depth d is:
p(d,n) = (1 − 16−d−1 ) n − (1 − 16−d ) n

Definition 4.5 (Consistency). Relation hasKey(n,k ) holds
if n is an SNode that contains k, or if n is an ANode at level
ℓ whose entry i = hash(k )>>ℓ mod lenдth(an) contains m
such that hasKey(m,k ). A cache-trie is consistent with an
abstract set A iff k ∈ A ⇔ hasKey(root,k ).

(1)

Proof sketch. Consider a particular key with a hash-code h
at the level ℓ. Each of the hash-code bits of the other keys
is chosen independently at random. By counting the events
in which at least one other key has the same ℓ-prefix of the
hash-code h, but not the same (ℓ + 4)-prefix, we get:
p(ℓ,n) =

!
n
X
n  1
15  k 
1  n−k
·
1
−
k 16ℓ/4 16
16ℓ/4
k =1

Lemma 4.6 (Presence). If a thread reads a single node sn at
time t 0 , then hasKey(root, sn.key) holds at t 0 .
Lemma 4.7 (Absence). If a thread searches for k and reads
null from an array node at time t 0 , or if a thread reads a node
sn at t 0 such that sn.key , k, then hasKey(root,k ) does not
hold at t 0 .

(2)

By simplifying this sum, the claim follows.
□
The function p(d,n) defines a family of depth probability
distributions, each for a specific choice of n. Next, we show
that for sufficiently large n, most of the keys are expected to
occupy some pair of consecutive levels.

Lemma 4.8. CAS instructions in lines 17, 32, and 37 (Figure
3), and in line 20 (Figure 4), change the abstract set that the
cache-trie is consistent with. The rest of the CASes do not change
the corresponding abstract set.

Theorem 4.2. When the number of keys n tends to infinity,
there exists a consecutive pair of levels for which the probability
that a key occupies them is in the interval ⟨0.8745, 0.9746⟩.

Theorem 4.9 (Safety). At all times t, a cache-trie is consistent with some abstract set. Cache-trie operations are always
consistent with abstract set operations.

Proof sketch. We define η(d,n) = p(d,n) + p(d,n + 1) and
µ (n) = maxd η(d,n). We then consider what happens when
∂µ (n)
n → ∞. For the upper bound, we require ∂n = 0. For the
lower bound, we require η(d,n) = η(d + 1,n).
□
Note that the cache will target exactly the pair of levels
that contains the most keys. We now know that the cache
will cover a large percentage of keys. We still need to prove
that this level is a constant number of levels away from an
average key, so we determine the expected key depth next.

Theorem 4.10. Cache-trie operations are linearizable.
Lemma 4.11. There is a finite number of execution steps between any two cache-trie modifications, and there can only be
finitely many consecutive modifications that do not change the
corresponding abstract set.
Theorem 4.12. Cache-trie operations are lock-free.
Theorem 4.13 (Cache Safety). Both fast insert and fast lookup
are consistent with the abstract set semantics. Moreover, fast
insert and fast lookup are linearizable and lock-free.

Theorem 4.3. In a cache-trie that contains n keys, the expected key depth is E[d](n) = log16 n + O (1).
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In this section, we compare the memory footprint and the
running time of cache-tries against the Ctrie implementation from the Scala standard library [36], as well as the
JDK 8 ConcurrentHashMap and ConcurrentSkipListMap.
We also compare against a cache-trie variant that does not
use the cache (abbreviated w/o cache). ConcurrentHashMap
is a concurrent dictionary with the fastest lookup implementation, so we use it as a baseline.
We run the benchmarks on a 3.9 GHz Intel i7-4930MX
quad-core processor with hyperthreading, and with frequency
scaling turned off. We use the 4.10.0-32 Linux kernel and
Oracle JDK 8, and we set the heap size to 6 Gb.
We use standard performance evaluation methodologies
for the JVM [14], and rely on the ScalaMeter tool to conduct
the benchmarks [28]. We repeat each benchmark in a new
JVM process until warmup (we detect the warmup when the
coefficient of variance drops below a threshold). We then
repeat the benchmark 5 times, and record the execution
times. This is repeated 6 times in separate JVM processes,
and average value and standard deviation are reported.
Memory footprint. We start by comparing the memory
footprints of various concurrent data structures in Figure
9, which shows the number of keys on the x-axis, and the
footprint on the y-axis. Skip lists consume the least memory,
so the multipliers above the bars are normalized against them.
Since the cache duplicates a lot of pointers in the cache-trie,
we would expect a significant increase. However, it turns out
that the increase compared to the cache-less variant is small,
and typically below 10%.
In the corresponding technical report [31], we show that
most of the keys (> 87%) occupy some two consecutive levels
ℓ and ℓ + 1. Cache targets level ℓ, and contains only ∼10% of
those keys in the best case, or ∼ 79% of keys in the worst case.
On top of that, the relative overhead of a cache pointer is
small. The increase from those 10%−79% has to be divided by
∼5, because the overhead of a cache pointer is only 1 word,
and the footprint of an SNode is 5 words (object header, key
and value pointers, hash code and the txn field).
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Figure 9. Memory Footprint Comparison
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Figure 10. Single-Threaded Lookup and Insert

Cache-tries themselves have a footprint almost identical
to Ctries, and they both take around 50% more memory
compared to hash tables.
Single-threaded running time. Next, we show the singlethreaded benchmark results in Figure 10. The lookup benchmark receives a data structure that already contains N keys
(shown on the x-axis), and then looks up each of the keys
once. The respective running time is shown on the y-axis.
We can see that cache-tries outperform Ctries, which are up
to 7.5× slower than concurrent hash tables. Skip lists have
the worst performance – they are up to 36× slower due to a
large number of cache misses caused by pointer hops. Cachetrie lookups themselves are 1.6 − 2.1× slower than CHM –
the source of the overhead is the extra pointer hop that a
cache-trie undergoes after reading the cache (most keys are
distributed across two consecutive levels, by Theorem 4.2).
The insert benchmark starts with an empty data structure,
and sequentially inserts N different keys. For the chosen N ,
cache-tries are sometimes up to 20% faster than CHM, and
sometimes 10% slower. The cache-less variant is within a
margin of only 20% – for these sizes, allocating and replacing
the nodes takes longer than traversing the trie. Ctries are
around 50% slower, and skip lists are 6× slower than CHM.
Multi-threaded running time. In Figure 11, we repeat
the insertion benchmark with multiple threads, and for the
number of keys 50k, 200k and 600k. The threads insert the
same set of keys, in the same order, so we expect a high
contention. For N = 50k, cache-tries outperform CHM by
10% when there are 4 or less threads, and perform equally
for more than 4 threads. At N = 200k and N = 600k, cachetries are 10 − 30% slower. The slowdown is due to a higher
frequency of restarts on the slow path.
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Figure 12. Multi-Threaded Insert With Low Contention
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Figure 12 also shows multi-threaded insertion, but this
time threads operate on disjoint sets of keys. Here, cachetries consistently outperform CHM by 30 − 50% for 100k and
1M keys, and are up to 20% faster for 10M keys.
Finally, Figure 13 shows the multi-threaded version of the
lookup benchmark, for 1M keys. For the same reasons as in
Figure 10, cache-tries lookups are up to 60% slower compared
to CHM. Both cache-tries and CHM are much faster than all
other examined data structures.
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Figure 13. Multi-Threaded Lookup

Related Work

different trie levels is resolved by introducing special I-nodes,
which remain in the cache-trie even when the adjacent level
is modified. This improves concurrency, but also doubles the
number of pointer hops and increases the average number of
cache misses. Cache-tries eliminate the need for I-nodes in
two ways: first, each inner node has only two possible sizes
– 4 and 16. Second, when an inner node needs to be removed
from the trie, its modifiable locations are set to special nonwritable values – this is similar to the freezing technique
used in SnapQueues [29, 40], freezing in locality-conscious
lists [7], and sealing in FlowPools [37, 38].
Subsequent research on lock-free tries took several directions. One of the goals was to provide other non-blocking
atomic operations, such as the atomic two-keys replace operation, first proposed in the context of Patricia trees [43].

The trie data structure was proposed by Briandais [11] (and
later named by Fredkin [13]) as a way to efficiently store and
retrieve strings. The idea of guiding the trie search with hashcode strings, and using the resulting data structure to implement the dictionary data type, was mentioned in various
forms by at least several authors [4, 6, 23]. One advantage of
hash tries (not to be confused with hash trees [24]) is to implement immutable dictionaries, used in functional languages
such as Scala, Haskell or Clojure. A non-blocking concurrent
hash trie, called Ctrie, was first proposed by Prokopec et al.
[34] and proven correct [33] – in this design, the keys are
stored in external nodes, and fixed-size hash-code segments
are stored in internal nodes with a branching factor of 32. In
Ctries, synchronization between concurrent operations on
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Ctries were extended with atomic lazy O (1) time snapshots
[36], which allowed implementing linearizable iterators, and
enabled linearizable data-parallel operations [27, 35, 41].
On a separate front, researchers aimed to improve performance by specializing operations for specific use-cases.
Concurrent tries were found to be useful for tabling in concurrent Prolog, where tries store the results of redundant
subcomputations. Areias et al. describe several insert-only
implementations [1, 2], and show that they are more efficient and scalable compared to the general counterparts.
Separately, a variant of non-blocking tries aimed at logging,
Bloom filters, and implementing the GC store buffer, was
shown to have a better performance when delete operations
are disallowed [19]. Steindorfer describes a data structure
specialization technique that automatically picks the optimal
hash trie tradeoffs for a given program [45].
Other research on hash tries focused on improving their
performance in general. In the context of PTries [18], the
authors noted that restructuring the bit string used for the
keys can sometimes improve the running time by a constant
factor. Steindorfer, describes the CHAMP data structure [44],
which improves the memory footprint of standard immutable
hash tries with compression, and at the same time improves
cache locality, but retains the same O (log n) bound. Tries
with O (log log n) running time bounds were proposed as
part of the SkipTrie data structure [26], which can be viewed
as a hash trie. To the best of our knowledge, O (log log n) is
the lowest previously known bound, and our work is the first
concurrent trie design with a proven expected O (1) running
time bound. In this work, we showed the O (log n) expected
hash trie key depth. Aside from the previous analysis of the
b-trie depth [20], we are unaware of any prior work on depth
bounds in concurrent hash tries.
Besides concurrent hash tries, many other concurrent data
structures were proposed in the past. Most high-level languages expose a concurrent dictionary implementation –
Java’s ConcurrentHashMap (CHM) initially had a lock-based
implementation, which was replaced in JDK 8 with a closedaddressing concurrent hash table [22], similar to Maged’s
original proposal [25]. The JDK 8 CHM also has a highly
optimized, wait-free lookup operation. Furthermore, the JDK
8 CHM uses a parallel resize operation, triggered by insertion operations when they run out of space (this is unlike
its pre-JDK 8 counterpart, which suffered scalability issues
in insertions). In terms of lookup, the CHM is the most efficient and scalable concurrent dictionary that we are aware
of. Despite the fact that CHM is a flat data structure that
does not support fast linearizable snapshots (which makes a
direct comparison with tree-like data structures unfair), we
decided to use it as a baseline in our benchmarks.
Click showed an alternative open-addresing implementation [10], but not as efficient as the JDK 8 hash table (original
Ctries were shown more scalable [36]). Java also exposes
ConcurrentSkipListMap, a concurrent lock-free skip list

implementation [16, 42]. One of the first concurrent binary
search trees was described by Kung [21], and a lock-based
concurrent AVL-tree is described by Bronson et al. [9]. The
first lock-free binary search tree variant is described by Ellen
et al. [12], and another is described by Braginsky and Petrank
[8]. Recently, a dictionary design optimized for wait-free linearizable scan operations, similar to a B + -tree, was proposed
by Basin et al. [5].
A good overview of linearizability and lock-freedom, as
well as concurrent data structures, and other concurrencyrelated topics is given by Herlihy and Shavit [17].

7

Conclusion

We described a novel concurrent hash trie design, and extended it with an auxiliary data structure called a cache. We
showed that the resulting data structure remains linearizable in the presence of the cache, and that it is lock-free.
Furthermore, we proved that the expected running time of
all operations is bound by O (1), and we empirically showed
that cache-tries improve the performance of many previously
available data structures. On typical dataset sizes, lookups
are improved up to 5×, and inserts are improved up to 1.5×
compared to Ctries [34]. Due to a vastly lower number of
pointer hops in a typical operation, skip list lookups are outperformed by a factor of 15−22×, and skip list insertions by a
factor of 6×. It seems likely that cache-tries outperform most
other tree-based concurrent data structures for the same
reasons. Moreover, unlike hash tables, cache-tries do not
require resizing a large underlying array, and this usually
gives rise to better scalability. In particular, cache-tries outperform concurrent hash maps by a factor of 1.1 − 2.5× with
uncontended parallel insertions, but exhibit an overhead of
up to 1.8× when insertions are contended.
Based on this, can cache-tries completely replace concurrent hash tables? While the operations of both data structures
run in expected O (1) time, we observed that our lookup is
consistently 1.2 − 2.0× slower. The reason for this is that a
cache-trie typically needs two pointer hops to find the key
(as implied by Theorem 4.2), whereas a hash table needs only
one. Also, since cache-tries have about 50% higher memory
footprint compared to concurrent hash tables, their working
set spills out of the cache more frequently, which results in
a higher cache miss rate. While this overhead may be justified in applications where lookups are not of paramount
importance, a further investigation is necessary to see if the
cache can achieve better locality, e.g. by directly caching two
levels of the cache at once. Another deciding factor is the
availability of an efficient linearizable snapshot operation,
which is not available for concurrent hash tables – it remains
to show the exact snapshot implementation for cache-tries.
We plan to investigate these questions in future work.
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Artifact appendix

Java ( TM ) SE Runtime Environment ( build 1.8.0 _111 )
Java HotSpot ( TM ) 64 - Bit Server VM

A.1 Abstract
This artifact description explains how to obtain the Scala source
code of the Cache Trie data structure, which is proposed in
the corresponding paper, as well as a set of runnable benchmarks. The abstract contains instructions on how to run these
benchmarks. The expected result is to reproduce the performance measurements from the paper. To run the benchmarks,
a quad-core Intel x86 processor with hyperthreading (or better)
is required. We advise using a Linux operating system with the
Oracle JDK 8 runtime installed (instructions included).

Above, the Java version must start with 1.8 (the minor
versions are not important).
A.2.4 Data sets
There are no special datasets used in the evaluation. The
workloads are generated automatically, as specified in the
benchmark definitions (explained further below).
A.3 Installation
Enter the directory in which you cloned the Reactors source
code repository (in part A.2.1). Inside that directory, run the
./sbt script, which will start the sbt build tool:

A.2 Description
A.2.1 How delivered
1. Ensure that you have a Linux operating system available.
2. Ensure that you have the Git version control system
installed. For example, to install Git on Ubuntu:

$ ./ sbt

The sbt build tool will lazily download all the dependencies for you. Make sure that you are connected to the Internet,
and you are not behind a proxy or a VPN, and that you are
not using an anti-virus software that blocks specific HTTP
connections.
Once the sbt build tool is done loading (the first time, it
might take a bit longer; subsequently it is fast), it will enter
its own command shell. You will notice this by the fact that
the prompt changes to >:

$ sudo apt install git

For other OSes, see https://git-scm.com.
3. Clone the Reactors.IO [30, 32, 39] repository from
GitHub:
$ git clone \
https :// github . com / reactors - io / reactors . git

> _

The Reactors source code repository will appear in the
subdirectory reactors.
4. (Optional) If installing the Git version control system
was not successful, it is also possible to download the
source code directly from GitHub. At the GitHub page
of the project, look for a green button saying Clone or
download, click on it, and press Download ZIP.

At this point, you can compile the project. Please use the
following command to compile the project:
> reactors - common - jvm / bench : compile

The sbt tool will download the appropriate version of
the compiler, build the compiler interface, download the
library dependencies, and then compile the project. Once
this is successful, you will be able to run the benchmarks.
You can test this by entering the following command, which
will show level occupancy histograms of the cache trie data
structure:

A.2.2 Hardware dependencies
You should have a quad-core (or better) x86 processor with
hyperthreading. We advise using an Intel processor. We advise having at least 16GB of RAM memory.

> reactors - common - jvm / bench : testOnly \
io . reactors . common . concurrent . BirthdaySimulations

A.2.3 Software dependencies
Ensure that you have the Oracle JDK 8 installed. For example,
to install JDK 8 on Ubuntu:

A.4 Experiment workflow
The experiment consists of three parts. In the first part, we
test the hypothesis that most of the elements in the cache
trie occupy some two adjacent levels. In the second part, we
compare the memory footprint of the cache trie against the
related data structures. In the third part, we compare the
performance of different cache trie operations against the
related data structures.
In each part, an experiment is run by invoking a specific
command in the SBT shell. Each command runs a specific
benchmark definition. Once the command completes, it will
print information, such as the running time, in the terminal.

$ sudo add - apt - repository ppa : webupd8team / java
$ sudo apt - get update
$ sudo apt - get install oracle - java8 - installer

Then follow the instructions shown on the screen. We
advise using Ubuntu, since the installation process is very
simple. However if you are using a different OS, see Oracle
Downloads.
You should test if you have the correct JDK version by
running the following:
$ java - version
java version "1.8.0 _111 "
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A.5 Evaluation and expected result
A.5.1 Level occupancy histograms
In the paper, we claim that the distribution of keys across
levels of the cache trie data structure is such that most of
the keys occupy some two adjacent levels. This property is
formally proved in our technical report [31]. Our claim is
that the expected number of keys in the two most populated
levels is at least 87%. The property is important, since it
allows using an auxiliary table that targets those two levels
and speeds up searches in the cache trie.
To check this in practice, we prepared a command that
iteratively creates cache tries with more and more keys, and
prints the respective level occupancy histogram. The aim is
to show that, regardless of the number of elements, there
are some two levels that contain around 87% or more keys:

[ info ]
[ info ]
[ info ]
[ info ]
[ info ]
[ info ]
[ info ]
[ info ]
[ info ]
[ info ]
[ info ]
[ info ]

- cache - trie . size . skiplist measurements :
- at size -> 50000: passed
( mean = 1798.92 kB , ...
- cache - trie . size . ctrie measurements :
- at size -> 50000: passed
( mean = 2705.62 kB , ...
- cache - trie . size . cachetrie measurements :
- at size -> 50000: passed
( mean = 2855.31 kB , ...
- cache - trie . size . chm measurements :
- at size -> 50000: passed
( mean = 2121.54 kB , ...

The benchmark is set up to run for different data structure
sizes, ranging from 100000 to 2000000 keys.
Please note that the memory footprint is usually a very
stable, reproducible value, so this particular experiment is set
up to do only 1 iteration of the warmup, and 4 measurement
iterations.

> reactors - common - jvm / bench : testOnly \
io . reactors . common . concurrent . BirthdaySimulations

A.5.3 Operation running time
Finally, in Section 5 we compared running times of cache
tries and the related data structures. The most important
observations were:
• Cache-trie lookups are 10 × −33× faster than skip lists.
• Cache-trie lookups are 2 × −3× faster than standard
Ctries when there are 100k − 1M elements.
• Cache-trie lookups are 1.6 × −2.0× slower than concurrent hash map lookups.
• Cache-trie insertions have roughly the same performance as concurrent hash map insertions.
• Parallel cache-trie insertions scale better than concurrent hash map insertions.
These benchmarks take a bit longer than the memory
footpring measurements. To start the running time measurements, please run the following command:

You should see a series of histograms, each for a different
cache trie size. Here is an example histogram for a cache trie
with 800000 elements, in which most of the keys are at levels
20 and 24 (note that level indices increment by 4).
:: size 800000 ::
0:
0 ( 0%)
4:
0 ( 0%)
8:
0 ( 0%)
12:
0 ( 0%)
16:
8 ( 0%)
20:
370451 ( 46%) ******************
24:
390164 ( 48%) *******************
28:
38769 ( 4%) *
32:
608 ( 0%)

The source code of this command can be found under the
following path in the source code:
reactors / common / jvm / src / bench / scala / io / reactors /
common / concurrent / cache - trie - benches . scala

reactors - common - jvm / bench : testOnly \
io . reactors . common . concurrent . CacheTrieBenches

The test that prints out the histogram is defined at the end
of the file in the class called BirthdaySimulations, in the
test case called "per level distribution".
A.5.2 Memory footprint
In Section 5, we showed that the memory footprint of cache
tries is around 10% − 25% percent higher when the auxiliary
table for speeding up searches gets added. The footprint of
a cache trie is around 30% − 50% higher than that of a JDK
concurrent hash map and concurrent skip list, depending on
the number of keys stored.
To start the memory footprint measurements, please run
the following command:
reactors - common - jvm / bench : testOnly \
io . reactors . common . concurrent . CacheTrieFootprintBenches

In the final output, you will see the footprint of different
data structures shown next to the mean. This an example
output that we ran, which tests the memory footprint when
50000 keys are stored:

This will run the following benchmarks:
• cache-trie.apply: Single-threaded lookup, number
of elements 50k to 500k.
• cache-trie.insert: Single-threaded insertion, number of elements 50k to 500k.
• cache-trie.par.lookup: Parallel lookup, 100k elements, 1-8 threads.
• cache-trie.par.insert: Parallel insertion, 100k elements, 1-8 threads.
The output will be similar as before, with each benchmark
annotated with its name, and consisting of performance
reports for different data structures, and different number
of keys. For example, the following part of the output refers
to the parallel insertion benchmarks, and starts with the
performance report for cache tries.
[ info ] Test group : cache - trie . par . insert
[ info ] - cache - trie . par . insert . cachetrie measurements :
[ info ]
- at pars -> 1: passed
[ info ]
( mean = 10.65 ms ...
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